SAFEGUARD AND ENHANCE YOUR BUSINESS WITH A TAUREAN® ROLLER DOOR

Feature | Commando Collection Benefits
--- | ---
Bonded formed panel | Stylish appeal
Colours | Colorbond® and Zincalume®
Nylon drum wheels | Quiet operation
Nylon braid edging | Smooth operation of door in tracks
Nylon bottom rail plug | Smooth operation of door in tracks
Flexible strip | Helps prevent dust and leaves entering the garage
Flexible sealing strip | Helps prevent dust and leaves entering the garage
Galvanised tracks | Galvanising ensures long life by minimising corrosion
Galvanised brackets | Galvanising helps minimise corrosion ensuring long life
Track stop | Assist in keeping the door in the tracks
Reverse roll | External installation when no inside headroom available
Spring system | 25,000+ cycles
Sizes | Up to 6100mm high and 1000mm wide
Wind Locking | Short Bar - Standard / Long Bar - Cyclonic (Optional)
Warranty | 12 months

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL ROLLER DOORS

taureands.com.au
The Commando Collection
With a roller door from the Taurean® Commando Collection you’re getting a door that has been designed and developed through decades of industry knowledge that operates smoothly with ideal balance.

The balance comes from a springing system engineered to provide years of use and optimal life.

Every Commando door is made from quality Colored® Steel. In a wide range of contemporary colours and available in a full range of sizes up to 5100mm high and 5100mm wide which suits small commercial factories, sheds or other buildings.

In windy regions the doors can be manufactured with an extra protective, wind lock system that gives the door extra security.

Taurean® Door Systems is strong in history
Taurean® Door Systems is part of the Fletcher Building Group and has grown from two great Australian companies, Stramit® and Creake. So our customers can be reassured that the products they buy are backed by many years of proven performance. Today our key values that drive us forward are the same as they have always been, innovation, reliability, security and safety.

Taurean® Commando is balanced, quiet and stylish
- Australian designed and manufactured
- Balanced, smooth, quiet operation
- High quality spring system gives a perfectly balanced door and ensures peace of mind and years of operation
- Wide range of colours
- Strong curtain due to roll forming process

Warranty
A 12 month warranty on steel cracking, lock seam failure of the door curtain and all other items of the door. Excluded from the warranty is salt corrosion or any damage to the door curtain because of any environmental conditions or issues. For more details please refer to the Taurean® Door Systems website, www.taureans.com.au

Taurean® Commando for real peace of mind
Operation
Nylon braided edging, together with the moulded nylon drum wheels and the nylon bottom rail plug provide a beautifully smooth and quiet door during operation.

Safety
The safety features of the door give peace of mind. Features such as track stops that ensure the door remains in the tracks even with rough treatment, an easy to use hand operated chain winders on manual doors and no sharp edges anywhere ensure the safety at all times.

Automation
Taurean® Commando doors are often operated manually but if you prefer they can be automated to make opening and closing your door even easier.

Long Life
Of course the life of your door is as important so galvanised brackets, tracks and other components protect against corrosion. The springing system too is designed for more than 25,000 cycles which maximizes the performance of the door over its lifetime.

Weather Protection
Flexible sealing strip along the bottom rail prevents entry of dust and leaves.
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